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Welcome Message

Dear All,

Scientific Federation is pleased to announce 2nd World Conference and Exhibition on Forensic Science during June 11-12, 2018 at Rome, Italy. Forensic science is an umbrella term that has various areas under it. Forensic science would serve as an enlightening source for multidisciplinary area that monitors and encompasses law, investigation for network hacking, DNA analysis, Fingerprinting & Analysis, Forensic Sex assessment, digital forensics, digital data recovery and data reconstruction, Forensic Psychology, forensic graphology, cyber crimes, forensic technologies.

Forensic Science-2018 looks for significant contributions in theoretical and practical aspects. The aim of the conference is to provide a platform to researchers and practitioners from both academia as well as industry to meet and share cutting-edge development in the field. The main theme of the conference is “Future innovations in Forensic science”.

On behalf of Forensic Science-2018, Scientific Federation invites you to take this opportunity to join us for academic exchange and visit the city of Rome, Italy.

We look forward to seeing you in Rome in June, 2018…!!

Best Regards

Forensic Science 2018 Organizing Committee

Conference Highlights

The Scientific Federation brings you an immense opportunity to be a part of scientific acceleration to world class personalities, young scholars, scientific delegates and young scientists to join in this forum to utilize the expertise and novelties that brings a new era for innovations in the fields of Forensic Science which brings well versed scrutinizers at one place. Advanced Practice Forensic Science.

- Role of Psychology in Forensic Science
- Forensic Medicine
- Forensic Investigation
- Digital Forensics
- Forensic Chemistry
- Forensic Dactyloscopy
- Forensic Engineering
- Forensic Odontology
- Forensic Anthropology
- Forensic Toxicology
- Mobile Device Forensics
- Wildlife Forensic Science


Conference sessions will bring you the latest strategies, research, and best practices to improve outcomes through quality, safety and staffing.
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Glimpses of Previous Conferences

About Rome

Roman Italy was created officially by the Roman emperor Augustus with the Latin name Italia. It was the first time in history that the Italian Peninsula (from the Alps to the Ionian Sea) was united under Italy.[14] Its historic centre is listed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site.[15] Monuments and museums such as the Vatican Museums and the Colosseum are among the world's most visited tourist destinations with both locations receiving millions of tourists a year. Rome hosted the 1960 Summer Olympics and is the seat of United Nations’ Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO). The city hosts the headquarters of many international business the same name. In the year 292, the three islands of Corsica, Sardinia and Sicily (including Malta) were added to Roman Italy by Diocletian. Roman Italy remained united until the sixth century, when it was divided between the Byzantine Empire and territories of the Germanic peoples. Since then, "Italia" remained divided for nearly thirteen centuries until 1861 when it was reunited in a similar way in the modern "Kingdom of Italy".

Important Dates

Abstract Submission Opens: june 01, 2017
Registration opens: june 01, 2017
Early bird registration: August 12, 2017
On spot registration: june 11, 2018

Venue
Rome, Italy